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Mazel Tov
Rabbi Yehuda and Chaya Israel on the birth of a daughter
Mr. Iser and Sari Rabinovitz on the birth of a daughter

YAHADUS EXPERIENCE

This week in the Yahadus Experience, in honor of Lag B’omer we discussed the importance of the day
and why we celebrate by making a bonﬁre.
The children had a chance to collect wood and then we "lit" our realistic bonﬁre and all learned and
sang the song "Bar Yochai, Bar Yochai, Rabbi Shimon Bar Yochai!!"
We also had a chance to see what the celebration of Lag B'omer looks like in Meron, where thousands
of Jewish people all dance together celebrating the special Torah that was taught on that day.

MASK REMINDER

Every child must come to school with a mask that ﬁts comfortably over
their nose and mouth. Please also send in extra masks with your child
(ren) as they often get wet or dirty during the day.

COVID CORNER
Please remember that if any family member is showing COVID symptoms or awaiting COVID test results, all of your children must stay home.
Please email safety@ytcte.org if you have any
COVID-related questions or concerns.

CARPOOL REMINDER
If you need to make any carpool or bus changes, you must
notify the ofﬁce no later than 1:30 (M-Th) and 12:30 (F). Please
also notify any carpool drivers of any changes to the carpool.
Please note: Parents are not to be on campus other than in
their car on the carpool line, until further notice. If you need to
step out of your car, please be sure to be wearing your mask
properly.

JuNIOr Pre-K PRESs
MOROT LINDSAY, NAOMI & RINA
This week in Junior Pre K we were very excited for Lag B'omer to arrive! Each day
we recited the Bracha and counted the Omer on our Har Sinai chart. The children
were anxiously waiting for the 33rd day to arrive!! We all loved watching the circus
show as a special Lag B'omer treat. We learned all about Rabbi Shimon Bar Yochai
and how we celebrate his life on this special day. We also continued to practice
being kind and doing lots of Mitzvos to prepare for receiving the Torah on
Shavuos! Each day we continue singing friendship songs and discuss how we
could be good friends to one another! At our art center, we created a friendship
bon ﬁre and are continuing to observe and care for our growing garden as well!

PRe-K PAGES
MOROT NECHAMA, MIRIAM &
MORIEL
Lag B'omer is here and the Pre-K
children are so excited! We heard the
story of Rabbi Shimon Bar Yochai
and had a great time making edible
bonﬁres! We had a great time at the
circus in celebration of this special
day. We are continuing to count the
Omer each day and can’t wait until
we reach the day of Shavuos.
This week the letter Kuf was
introduced. We made sure to notice
the difference between the Hey and
the Kuf. A Kuf looks like it has a long
cane. We learned the words , קיץ,קוף
 קשת, קידושand .קערה
We discussed the important Mitzvah
of Kiddush Hashem and listened to
the book I Can Make a Kiddush
Hashem by Sara Blau.
In Parsha, we reviewed all the Yamim
Tovim that we know and love. We
enjoyed singing and reviewing the
different songs we’ve learned over
the year from each Yom Tov.
Have a wonderful Shabbos!

MOROT ELYSE & YEHUDES
The Pre-K children had such a blast learning
so many new things this week! On Monday,
we continued with breaking bigger numbers
apart and making different combinations to
get to that number. For example, 1+7=8 and
6+2=8. On Tuesday, we learned the letter X.
We learned that although there are some
words that start with X , it is more common to
ﬁnd words that end with the letter X such as;
fox, six, mix etc. Wednesday was the highlight
of our week as we began our last unit of the
school year, our Art Unit! The children were
introduced to the unit by listening to the
interactive book Mix it Up by Hurve Tullet.
They loved seeing how if you mix different
colors together they make other colors. We
learned that there are primary and secondary
colors. Red, yellow and blue are primary
colors because they cannot be made, but
orange, green and purple are called
secondary colors because they are made
when two different primary colors are mixed
together. The children experimented
and made their own paint colors by mixing
colors together until they got their desired
shades. Then, they painted their own picture
with the paint colors they created. On
Thursday, we played some fun rhyming
games as well as enjoyed our special Lag
B'omer circus show. Lastly on Friday, we had
the opportunity to explore more colors and do
some extension activities.
Looking forward to
more fun next week!
Have a good
Shabbos!

kINDeRGARTEN CORNER
MOROT CHAYA, DEVORAH, ESTHER,
ESTY & RENA

MOROT MORAL, PEARLY & RACHELI

As we continue to count the Omer, the
children enjoy following along on their charts.
We are learning not only to count the days of
the Omer, but we are working on making our
days count! With our Gedolim unit in full
swing, we are learning about the many
amazing Middos, Ahavas Hashem and
Ahavas Yisrael that they possessed. As we
collect our Gedolim cards, we are practicing
to be like them.

This week, we continued with our Author Study
and read numerous books written by Laura
Numeroff. Did you know she was also a fashion
designer? She gives the money that she makes
from the childrens books she writes to charity.
She loves to bring the beginning of the story to
the end of the story, creating a cycle. The children
enjoyed listening to her stories and creating fun
games to go along with them. We learned about
the parts of the book including; the front cover,
the spine, the title page, the dedication page, and
the back cover page. We also learned about
characters and their traits, setting and main
events.We talked about different genres like
ﬁction and nonﬁction, ask your child the
difference! We incorporated all of this knowledge
into the books that we are writing in class. We are
working hard on creating our own stories every
day. Every day we work on a different page of our
story and can’t wait to ﬁnish them and take it
home to show you! We are enjoying our unit so
much and can’t wait to continue next week.

The Kindergarten children learned the story of
Rabbi Shimon Bar Yochai. We learned why he
had to escape from the Romans to hide in a
cave for 13 years together with his son Elazar.
We enjoyed singing the song that Morah
Music made up for Lag Baomer and listening
to The Story of Rabbi Shimon Bar Yochai
written by Gnendal Krohn. The circus was
enjoyed by all in honor of Lag B'omer.
We learned a new Kriah skill this week called
“crashing”. This is when a word has a two
letter blend where the second letter does not
have a Nekuda. We hold the ﬁrst letter sound
until it crashes into the second sound and
then blend them together. We have been
practicing this skill with games and activities.
Please continue to review the daily homework
sheet with your child and send it back signed
in the homework folder.
Parshas Emor reminded us about all the
Yomim Tovim that we celebrate throughout
the year. We also learned about the
importance of making a Kiddush Hashem
wherever we go. We would love to read
Mitzvah notes about how your child created a
Kiddush Hashem.
Wishing everyone a wonderful Shabbos.

In Fundations this week, we reviewed our sight
words. We listened to the book If You Give a
Mouse a Cookie by Laura Numeroff and then
decorated a mouse just like the one in the
story. We wrote our sight words on cookies to
feed the mouse. We called it “If You Feed Sight
Words to a Mouse, He Will Read Them.”
In Math, this week we started chapter 10 in Go
Math. Chapter 10 talks about three-dimensional
shapes. We learned about spheres, cubes,
cylinders, and cones. These shapes can either
have a ﬂat surface, a curved surface or both. We
learned that some shapes have both a ﬂat and
curved surface like the cone and the cylinder and
some shapes have only one surface like the
sphere or cube. We also learned that some
shapes roll, slide and stack. Some do all of those
things and others only fall into one category. We
had so much fun ﬁnding the shapes we learned
about around the classroom. We also enjoyed
discovering how each shape in our classroom
rolls, stacks, and slides.
Have a good Shabbos!

